
 

 

Click here to see a map of active wildfires. 

The following information is current as of  August 03, 2018 

Incident name and number Goode’s Creek (K51242) 

Incident Commander Reg Trapp 

Contact information Information Officers: 
Rosalie MacAulay 
Email: rosalie.macaulay@gov.bc.ca 
Phone:  250 713-8522 
 
Ellie Dupont 
Email: ellie.dupont@gov.bc.ca 
Phone: 250 713-1846 
 

Fire camp Okanagan Complex Fire Camp  

Incident overview 
 

Currently estimated at 1370 hectares in size.  
There are 32 fire fighters on site today. 
5 helicopters are assigned to the Okanagan Complex and will be assigned to this 
wildfire as needed. 
This fire is classified as out of control. 

Weather forecast Today there is increasing cloud with a chance of isolated thunderstorms 
occurring this afternoon. Temperatures today are expected to reach 24 to 28°C 
with southwest winds from 15 to 25km/h with possible gusts up to 40km/hr.   
 
An upper ridge will begin to build on Saturday but the temperatures will remain 
cooler.  There will also be some instability and moisture which may allow for an 
isolated thunderstorm to develop on Sunday.  Temperatures are expected to 
reach 30°C. 

Fire behaviour prediction Currently wind direction has been difficult to predict so the expectation is 
variable winds especially when the winds are light.  A small amount of 
precipitation may reach the wildfire but other areas will remain dry which may 
result in some active fire behaviour. 

Challenges Ground crews continue to deal with steep terrain and hot rock outcrops. 

Yesterday’s achievements The crews demobilized additional gear in areas where it isn’t needed.  They 
contained the group of hot spots in the vicinity of Rattlesnake Island. 

Today’s objectives Ground crews will continue to patrol today and extinguish hot spots. Gear 
continues to be demobilized in areas where it is no longer required.  Danger tree 
assessments are ongoing along with falling danger trees.  Scanning is planned for 
the southeast boundary to determine if there are any remaining hotspots that 
need to be extinguished in this area. 

Other Please be advised that even though wildfires within the complex seem to be 
inactive as resources are being downsized and equipment is getting demobilized, 
these fires will still produce smoke. The perimeters of these wildfires are being 
mopped-up (extinguished) and any smoke that does appear will be from fuels 
burning well within the middle. This smoke is anticipated. 

Wildfire Status Definitions 

Out of Control: Describes a wildfire that is not responding (or only responding on a limited basis) to suppression action, such that the perimeter spread is not 
being contained.  

Being Held:  indicated that (with the resources currently committed to the fire) sufficient suppression action has been taken that the fire is not likely to spread 
beyond existing or predetermined boundaries under the prevailing and forecasted conditions. 

Under Control:  The fire has received sufficient suppression action to ensure no further spread of the fire. 

Out:  The fire has been extinguished. 
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